BREMERHAVEN
MARITIME MEETINGS.
ON THE PULSE OF TIME.
Meetings, Incentives, Conferences, Events

www.mice-bremerhaven.de
FISH, SHIPS, WIDE OPEN SPACES:
DISCOVER OUR MARITIME MICE OFFERS
WELCOME TO CLIMATE CITY BREMERHAVEN!
MEETINGS.
INCENTIVES.
CONFERENCES.
EVENTS.

CLOSE TO DEEP WATER.

Hospitality has a long tradition in Bremerhaven!

The world is at home in the only major city on the German North Sea with its pulsating harbors. Much respected, award-winning worlds of knowledge such as the German Emigration Center and the Climate House Bremerhaven 8° East inspire hundreds of thousands of tourists every year and, increasingly also, conference participants from all over the world.

The Seaside City of Bremerhaven scores with innovative supporting programmes, modern conference rooms and unusual locations at the waterside. Individual advice, excellent service and a superb MICE infrastructure, generally barrier-free, turn events for up to 1,700 people into memorable experiences with maritime flair.
60 LOCATIONS
20 HOTELS
13 MUSEUMS
1 BEACH LIDO
1,000 POSSIBILITIES
RED-BRICK FLAIR MEETS INDUSTRIAL CHIC:
LISTED WATER TOWER “LOSCHE”
Knowledge gets you ahead!

Bremerhaven has a high density of scientific institutions and research institutes that is second to none. All around the “heavyweights” – such as the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI), the Helmholtz Center for Polar and Marine Research, the Fraunhofer Institute for Wind Energy Systems (IWES), the Thünen Institutes of Sea Fisheries and Fisheries Ecology, and the Bremerhaven University of Applied Sciences – clusters have developed which conduct research into topics of the future at the very highest level.

Tap into this expertise for your MICE project: outstanding nationally recognized personalities are available to you as keynote speakers or for power presentations on topics such as climate change, nutrition of the future, mobility and logistics, and renewable energies.

Venture fresh insights and outlooks. Take new know-how home with you. Bremerhaven has it all.
Your wishes come true in Bremerhaven!

As lively as the Seaside City, so individual are also our offers. Whether brown bag session, PechaKucha or classic row seating. Be it an improvised future workshop with cardboard stools and wooden pallets, an elegant conference room with designer furniture at the marina or the Captain’s Lounge on the 19th floor: You tell us what you have in mind and we offer you the right location with inspiring ambience and equipment.

This will make your MICE event in Bremerhaven unique. Promise!
SPACES THAT FIT PERFECTLY:
FOR WORLD CAFÉS, WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES AND SO MUCH MORE.
MEETINGS.
INCENTIVES.
CONFERENCES.
EVENTS.

In Bremerhaven.
Fully accessible!

DIKE WALKS
HARBOR CRUISES
TRAIL OF IDEAS
SEGWAY TOURS
FIELD TRIPS

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
COACHES
PRESENTERS
SCIENTISTS
AWARD WINNERS
More than just a supporting program!

Special supporting programs and unusual locations are decisive criteria for good seminars, meetings, conferences and workshops.

In Bremerhaven, you are spoilt for choice. For it is just as impressive to follow in the footsteps of over 7 million emigrants who left the Old World via Bremerhaven as it is to undertake a ship tour along the world’s longest river quay.

Traditionally, water and fish play a special role here. Live cooking, shrimp shelling, sailor’s certificate, HarborBus tour and a nightcap in the last pub before New York are just a few examples.

Enjoy our diversity!
FISHERY HARBOR:

FISH DELIGHT À LA SEA FISH COOKING STUDIO:
SPECIAL EVENT LOCATION IN THE FISHERY HARBOR
ENDING OFF AN INSPIRING DAY:
SUNDOWNER AT THE RIVER WESER LIDO
BARCAMS. 
TEAM BUILDING. 
GREEN MEETINGS. 
SUSTAINABLY GOOD.

Good climate, great atmosphere!

Bremerhaven is a climate and fair trade city. Event centers, hotels, gastronomy and catering providers are increasingly committing themselves to the concept of sustainability. The pioneers are the CO₂-neutral Climate House Bremerhaven 8° East and the ATLANTIC Hotel Sail City with its Green Sail Meetings as well as the possibility of a complete compensation for events.

CO₂-free supporting programs are just as much a part of our event modules as is advice on novel regional giveaways or conference documents printed in a climate-neutral manner.

Let us know your wishes and requirements for a climate-friendly event and we will guarantee you a clean solution!
Regional, seasonal, delicious!

No matter whether the offering is delicious food from Neptune’s kingdom, from the juicy pastures of the Weser Marsh, or crisp fruit and vegetables from the surrounding countryside: things are always fresh and tasty in Bremerhaven.

Fish rolls, flying buffet, festive dinner, mulled wine event at the quay, cocktails on Samoa in the Climate House Bremerhaven 8° East, vegan creations, gin and tonic in the New York Bar, or brownies & cookies:

Our experienced chefs, bakers, caterers and bartenders also have their fingers on the pulse of the times. Come and taste for yourself!
NETWORKING ON THE PULSE OF TIME:
LUNCH WITH WESER VIEW IN THE CONFERENCE CENTER
JEWEL IN THE HARBOR WORLDS:
THE ROXY CINEMA IN THE GERMAN EMI GrantION CENTER
Bremerhaven has a modern conference center directly on the Weser dike for up to 550 attendees, a civic hall for 600 to 1,700 people (up to 6,000 unseated) and various conference rooms in the major hotels.

In addition, there are architecturally attractive locations that could hardly be more versatile: among them the cult cinema APOLLO from the 1960s – today a modern, multimedia event location. Or how about the stylish replica of a Roxy cinema in the German Emigration Center, the Bremerhaven municipal theater, the Sea Fish Cooking Studio in the Fishery Harbor gourmet mile and the Fischbahnhof event location, the Pferdestall cultural venue, the Goethe Camp coworking space, and the traditional restaurant ship “Hansa”.

And when are you coming on board with your event?
Your personal

EVENT PILOT

Rieke Nagel
P +49 471 809 36 170
mice@erlebnis-bremerhaven.de
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